
1 - We didn't win this time, but we never become hopeless and live to .................. another day.

fight rise lose defend

2 - With all his unhealthy habits taken into consideration, it's a .................. he's lived this long.

wonder worry treasure document

3 - Although the government cannot manage to control the increase in the divorce rate, the president
insists on  ..................  his programs against the crisis.

increasing reporting defending identifying

4 - We will be testing everyone over the next few days to make sure they have been placed at the
.................. level.

interesting appropriate careful downward

5 - At first, nobody had a  .................. understanding of what to do, but after a while all of us realized how
we should face
the problem.

clear alive fresh near

6 - If you’re unsure as to why you should start meditating on a .................. basis, take a look at the
benefits to get an idea of what this skill could do for you in the long run.

healthy calm daily wrong

7 - My friend Mark is always talking about hereafter and how he hopes to go to .................. when he dies.

earth observatory heaven planet

8 - Justin: Do you like to donate your organs in .................. dead?
Bruce: Why not? We can save many lives by doing so.

cell plasma brain heart

9 - The .................. pictures of the past memories made her cry at her miserable life.

dangerous strange great dark

10 - We will be reviewing the papers again over the next few days to make sure students' knowledge has
been measured at the .................. level.

interesting appropriate careful downward

11 - James is so cruel that nobody can get along with him. He does not have a  .................. of kindness in
him.

cell blood ring drop
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12 - Father told me not to .................. all my money into just one business as I may lose all my savings at
a time without a
careful plan.

carry visit pump donate

13 - The heart of a human keeps him alive by pumping .................. around the body all the time and
that’s why it’s the most important part of the body.

group ring wonder blood

14 - My mother got a/an .................. cell phone for me, but I didn’t like such things.

powerful difficult expensive polite

15 - I am  .................. information for the book I am going to write.

collecting defending attending expressing 

16 - He said walking to the door, "If you can't be honest, don't expect to stand up in a court room and
.................. honesty."

defend drop collect carry

17 - The company was at the risk of being closed, but the manager made a .................. attempt to fight 
against the financial problems and saved it from closure.

brave  rocky  fresh  famous 

18 - The new research reveals that in a/an    ..................    way some animals’ hearts pumps blood more
than one thousand times per minute around their body.

amazing medium uninterested suitable

19 - Shiraz and Isfahan are two .................. places for different visitors.

interesting delicious kind careful

20 - 50% of people wanted to donate their  .................. after death to save the lives of others.

muscles organs members texts
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